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Gauge Theorems for Stieltjes Exponentials 

Ronald Getoor 

Abstract. 

A gauge theorem for the Stieltjes exponential of a right contin
uous additive functional satisfying a general Kato type condition is 
established. Results for the ordinary exponential are then obtained 
as corollaries. 

§1. Introduction 

In a series of recent papers Chen and Song [CS02], [CS03] and 
Chen [C02] have made remarkable progress in establishing the gauge 
arid conditional gauge theorem under quite general hypotheses. The 
gauge theorem has the following structure: Given a multiplicative func
tion M = (Mt) and a terminal time T of a strong Markov process X 
the gauge function g(x) := Ex(Mr) is bounded on {g < oo} under suit
able hypotheses on X and M. Usually X is assumed to satisfy some 
irreducibility hypothesis which then implies that g is either bounded or 
identically infinite. Also M usually is of the form Mt = exp(At) where A 
is an additive functional. See the above cited papers and also the book 
of Chung and Zhao [CZ95] for some history of the subject. Before the 
above cited papers A was usually assumed to be continuous and often 
of the form At= J~ q(X8 )ds where q is a function on the state space of 
X. See however [CR88], [So93] and [St91] for notable exceptions. 

In their papers Chen and Song and Chen consider both continuous 
and a class of discontinuous additive functionals. The arguments in the 
two cases are similar in structure but somewhat different in detail. It 
turns out that by modifying slightly their approach one can prove a 
gauge theorem for arbitrary right continuous additive functionals in a 
unified way, assuming only that the underlying process X is a Borel right 
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process. The present paper is devoted to spelling this out in some detail. 
We obtain a slightly sharper result even in the case considered by Chen 
and Song, but our emphasis is the generality and the simplicity of the 
result obtained. We work directly with Stieltjes exponentials of additive 
functionals obtaining a gauge theorem for such exponentials. Results 
for ordinary exponentials then appear as simple corollaries. Our results 
are general enough to apply to infinite dimensional processes since we 
do not assume any absolute continuity condition. 

One of the main purposes of the Chen, Song papers was to prove a 
gauge theorem in enough generality that it could be applied to prove a 
conditional gauge theorem. A critical hypothesis for their result for a 
conditional gauge theorem is that X be in strong duality with another 
Borel right process X. Under this duality hypothesis, the hypotheses and 
argument in section 3 of [CSOO] can be adapted to prove a conditional 
gauge result for Stieltjes exponentials along the lines of this paper. We 
leave the precise formulation to the interested reader. 

We close this introduction with some words on notation. If (F, :F, f..L) 
is a measure space, then we use :F also to denote the class of all iR = 
[-oo, oo] valued :F measurable functions. If M C :F, then bM(resp.pM) 
denotes the class of bounded (resp. [0, oo] valued) functions in M. For 
f E :F, J.L(/) denotes the integral I fdf..L. If (E, £) is a second measurable 
space and K = K(x,dy) is a kernel from (F,:F) to (E,£) (i.e. x ~ 
K(x, A) is in :F for each A E £ and K(x, ·) is a measure on (E, £) for 
each x E F), then we write J.LK for the measure A ~ I J.L(dx)K(x, A) 
and K f for the function x ~ I K ( x, dy) f (y). The symbol ":=" stands 
for "is defined to be" . 

§2. Preliminaries 

Throughout this paper (Pt, t 2:: 0) will denote a Borel right semi
group on a Lusin state space (E, £), and X = (Xt, px) will denote the 
canonical realization of (Pt) as a right continuous strong Markov pro
cess. A (positive) a-finite measure m on (E, £) is excessive provided 
mPt ~ m for all t 2:: 0. Since (Pt) is a right semigroup, it follows that 
mPt i m setwise as t l 0. See [DM87; XII, 36-37]. We fix an exces
sive measure m to serve as a background measure. In general we shall 
use the standard notation for Markov processes without special men
tion. See, for example, [BG68], [DM87], [S88] and [G90]. In particular, 
uq := Iooo e-qt Ptdt, q 2:: 0, denotes the resolvent and u := U0 the poten
tial kernel of (Pt) or X. We assume only that (Pt) is sub-Markovian and 
so a point ~ is adjoined to E as an isolated point to serve as a cemetary 
and ( := inf{t: Xt = ~} is the lifetime of X and px(( > t) = Ptl(x). 
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As usual a function f on E is extended to Ll by f ( Ll) = 0 unless explic
itly stated otherwise. Thus for example, if f ~ 0 

We shall assume throughout that X is transient or equivalently that U 
is proper. More precisely we shall assume: 

(2.1) Transience Assumption. There exists a function b E £, 0 < 
b ~ 1 with Ub ~ 1; reducing b if necessary we may also suppose that 
m(b) < oo. 

Recall that a set B E t'n is m-polar (resp. m-semipolar) provided 
{t : Xt E B} is empty (resp. at most countable) pm a.s. Here t'n 
denotes the a-algebra of nearly Borel sets. A nearly Borel set N is m
inessential provided it ism-polar and E\N is absorbing for X. By [GS 
84; (6.12)] any m-polar set is contained in a Borel m-inessential set. A 
property or statement P(x) is said to hold quasi-everywhere (q.e.) or 
for quasi-every x provided it holds for all x outside some m-polar set. 
The exceptional set may then be supposed to be m-inessential. We also 
write a.e. for m-a.e. 

(2.2) Definition. A positive additive functional (PAF) is an (Ft)
adapted increasing process A = (At; t ~ 0) with values in [0, oo], for 
which there exist a defining set nA E F and a Borel m-inessential set 
N A (called an exceptional set for A) such that 

(i) px(nA) = 1 for all x fJ- NA; 
(ii) (;ltflA C flA for all t ~ 0; 

(iii) For all w E !1A the mapping t---> At(w) is right continuous on 
[0, oo[, finite valued on [0, ((w)[ with A0 (w) = 0; 

(iv) For all wE nA and s, t ~ 0, As+t(w) = At(w) + A 8 (Btw); 
(v) For all t ~ 0, At([Ll]) = 0 where [Ll] is the dead path identically 

equal toLl. 
(vi) For wE !1A, At(w) = A((w)-(w) fort~ ((w). 

We let .4+ denote the class of all PAFs. If in (2.2-iii) right contin
uous is replaced by continuous, then A is a positive continuous additive 
functional (PCAF) and we write At for the class of such functionals. 
Two PAFs A and B are m-equivalent provided pm(At =J Bt) = 0 for 
all t ~ 0. One can check that A and B are m-equivalent if and only 
if they have a common defining set A and a common exceptional set 
N such that At(w) = Bt(w) for all t ~ 0 and w E A. See the argu
ment just below Definition 3.1 in [FG 96]. Equality between elements 
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of .A+ will mean m-equivalence unless explicitly mentioned otherwise. 
An A E .A+ may be decomposed as A = Ac +Ad where Ac is a PCAF 
and A!f = E AAs is the sum of the jumps of A, AAs = As - As-. 

O<s~t 

Because of (vi), AAc = 0 on nA. Of course nA = S1 and NA = 4> are 
allowed in Definition 2.2. By restricting X to the Borel absorbing set 
E\N A one may usually reduce to the case in which N A is empty. In 
order to keep this exposition as simple possible I will restrict attention 
to this case. To be precise we define 

(2.3) 

Our results will be stated for A E A+, but the interested reader should 
have no difficulty in formulating them for A E A+. If A E A+, then 
P"'(S1A) = 1 for all x. Hence A is almost perfect as defined in [888, 
p.173]. 

If A E A+, then its characteristic (Revuz) measure J.LA is defined by 

(2.4) 1 1t J.LA(f) :=j lim - Em f(Xs)dAs 
t--+0 t 0 

for f E pen. Moreover J.LA (f) =i lim q · mU1f where 
q--+oo 

(2.5) U1f(x) := E"' 1' e-qt f(Xt)dAt 

is the q-potential operator of A. As usual u A := u~. Clearly J.LA does 
not charge m-polars. 

We shall also need the Stieltjes exponential Exp(A) of A E A+: 

(2.6) Exp(At) := eAi IJ (1 + AA8 ). 

O<s~t 

Clearly Exp(A) is increasing, right continuous and finite on {(t, w) : 0 ~ 
t < ((w ), w E S1A} and Exp(Ao) = 1. On S1A the compensated powers 
A(n) of A are defined by A~o) = 1 and fort< ( 

A~n) = n { A~~-l)dAs; n ~ 1. 
l]o,t] 

It is well-known that Exp(At) = E ~A~n), see [DD70, p189]. Recall 
n>O 

that a terminal time T for X is a stopping time which satisfies t+roOt = T 

on {t < r}. A straightforward induction argument yields the following 
result. See [SSOO] for much more general results. 
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(2.7) Lemma. Let A E A+ and let a be either a terminal time or a 
constant time. Let 7 = a 1\ (. If Ex(Ar-) ~ C < 1 for all x, then 
EX[Exp(A.,._)J ~ (1- c)-1 for all X. 

If B E £n, r(B) := inf{ t > 0 : Xt (/. B] denotes the exit time from 
B. Evidently r(B) ~ (. 

(2.8) Proposition. Let A E A+ and suppose that A has bounded jumps; 
that is, there exists 0 ~ c < oo such that supt ~At ~ c a.s. Then there 
exists an increasing sequence (Gn) of finely open nearly Borel sets with 
E = UGn, r(Gn) j ( a.s. and for each n, f.l-A(Gn) < oo and UA1Gn ~ 
(2c + 1)n. 

Proof. Suppose first that c < 1. Define 

Mt := Exp(-At) = e-A~ II (1- ~A8 ). 
O<s::=;t 

Then a.s., t----+ Mt is right continuous and decreasing, Mt > 0 if t < ( 
and Mo = Mo+ = 1. It is well-known and easily verified that Mt+s = 
MtMs o Bt and d(Mt- 1 ) = Mt- 1dAt. Define 

(2.9) g(x) :=Ex 1( Mtb(Xt)dt 

where b is the function in (2.1). Clearly g > 0, and 

UAg = E" 1( g(Xt)dAt = E" 1( Mt- 1 1( M 8 b(Xs)dsdAt 

E" 1( Msb(Xs) 1s Mt- 1dAtds = Ub- g. 

Hence 0 < g ~ Ub and U A9 ~ Ub. It is easily checked that g is excessive 
relative to (X, M) - the M subprocess of X- and consequently g is 
nearly Borel and finely continuous. Thus the sets Gn := {g > ~} form 
an increasing sequence of finely open nearly Borel subsets of E with 
UGn =E. Let Tn be the exit time from Gn. Since G~ is finely closed, 
g(XrJ ~ ~' a.s. on {rn < (}. Hence 

But b > 0 and Mt > 0 on [0, ([ a.s., so we must have limn Tn = ( a.s. 
Since UAg ~ Ub one has UA1cn ~ nUb ~ n. Therefore f.l-A(Gn) ~ 
np,AUb ~ n · m(b) < oo where the second inequality comes from (the 
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proof of) the lemma at the bottom of page 508 in [Re 70]. This estab
lishes {2.8) when c < 1. If c ~· 1, let At = {2c)-1 At so that A* has 
jumps bounded by ~· Let g be defined as in {2.9) but with A replaced 
by A*. Since UA = 2cUA· and /LA = 2cP,A•, Gn := {g > ~} has the 
desired properties. • 

The proof of (2.8) is easily modified to prove the following: 

(2.10) Proposition. Let A E .4+ and suppose that sup ~At ::; c < oo 
t 

a.s. px for x E E\N A. Then there exists an increasing sequence { Gn) of 
finely open nearly Borel sets such that E\UGn ism-polar, r(Gn) i ( a.s. 
px for x E E\NA, and for each n, ILA(Gn) < oo and UAlan ::; {2c+ l)n 
on E\NA. 

From time to time we will spell out the situation when .4+ replaces 
A+. Usually it is just a matter of keeping track of the exceptional set 
NA as illustrated in {2.10). 

§3. Kato Classes 

In this section we introduce some Kato classes of additive function
als. The definitions are modifications of those in [C02]. Let Jl·lloo denote 
the norm in L00 {m); that is for f E en, llflloo = m-esssupx lf(x)l. We 
shall also use the q.e. supremum norm for f E en; that is llfllqe = inf{.B: 
If I ::; .8 q.e. }. Clearly llfllqe ~ llflloo· Recall that f E en is quasi-finely 
continuous (qfc) provided it is finely continuous off an m-polar set which 
may be assumed to be m-inessential. Since an m-null finely open set is 
m:.polar, it follows that iff is qfc, then llflloo = Jlfllqe· 

(3.1) Definition. Let 0 < .B < oo. Then Kf3 (resp. K~) consists of 

those A E .4+ that have bounded jumps as defined in {2.10} and such 
that there exist a positive measure v onE, a set K E e with v(K) < oo 
and 8 = 8(v, K) > 0 with the following property: 

{3.2) If B c en with B c K and v(B) < 8, then 

IIUAlBuKclloo::; .B (resp. JIE'(A,.(BuKc)-Jiqe::; .B). 

Remarks. For and D E en, u AlD is excessive for X restricted to 
E\NA and hence qfc. But E'(A.r(D)-)::; E' J lv(Xt)dAt = UAlD and 

therefore Kf3 C K~. Replacing v by viK one may suppose that vis finite 
when convenient. 

Once again to keep the exposition simple we are going to eliminate 
the exceptional sets. 
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(3.3) Definition. If 0 < (3 < oo, then A E Kf3 (resp. K~) provided 
A E A+ and has bounded jumps as in (2.8} and there exist v, K and 8 
as in (3.1} such that B C K, v(B) < 8 imply 

sup UAlBuKc(x) ~ (3 (resp. sup Ex(A,-(BuKc)_) ~ (3). 
xEE xEE 

We are going to work under (3.3) and leave the straightforward ex
tension to the more general situation to the interested reader. Obviously 
if 0 < (3 < /, then Kf3 C K 1 and K~ C K;. It is convenient to define 

(3.4) 

It will turn out that the K~ are the appropriate classes for the gauge 
theorem. Moreover in an important special case a sufficient condition 
that A E K~ is that AP E K~ where AP is the dual predictable pro
jection of A. We now describe this result. Let A E A+ have bounded 
jumps. Then there exists a unique predictable element AP E A+- the 
dual predictable projection of A- such that for any positive predictable 
process (Zt) 

(3.5) 

See (888, §31]. 

(3.6) Proposition. Let A E A+ have bounded jumps with bound cas in 
(2.8}. If the dual predictable projection AP of A is continuous, AP E K~ 

if and only if A E K~. 

Proof. If T is a stopping time, l]o,T] (t) is predictable. Therefore since 
AP is continuous 

and this establishes (3.6). • 
The next two propositions are taken from (C02]. We give proofs for 

the convenience of the reader. For A E A+,uA := UAl = E'(A,_) is 
the potential (function) of A. 

(3. 7) Proposition. Suppose A E Kf3, (3 > 0. Then supxEE uA(x) < oo. 

Proof. Let v, K E £ and 8 be as in Definition 3.3. Then K contains 
at most a finite number of points {x1 , ... ,xn} with v({x1}) > 8. It 
follows from a result of Saks (see (DS58, p308]) that K\{x1, ... Xn} can 
be written as the disjoint union of a finite number B1, ... , Bk of sets 
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in£ with v(Bj) ~ o. From (2.8) there exists (Gj) with Gi i E and 
UAlci ~ (2j + l)c for each j. Let F = {x~, ... ,xn}· Since E = UGj, 
there exists an£ with lF ~ let· Hence 

k 

UA = UAlKc + UAlF + 2: UAlBj ~ (k + 1),8 + (2£ + l)c. • 
j=l 

The definition of Kf3 depends on what appears to be an arbitrary 
choice of the measure v. The next proposition gives an intrinsic criterion 
for A to be in Kf3, at least when m is a reference measure. Iff: E---+ iii, 
let 11!11 =sup lf(x)l. 

xEE 

(3.8) Proposition. Let A E A+ and (3 > 0. (i) If A E Kf3, then for 
every decreasing sequence (Dn) C t:n with nDn = </>,limiiUAlnJI ~ (3. 

n 
(ii) If m is a reference measure and if for every decreasing sequence 

(Dn) c t:n with nDn = </>, li~ IIU AlDn II < ~ and A has bounded jumps, 

then A E Kf3· 

Proof. (i) Suppose (3 > 0 and A E Kf3. Let Dn 1 ¢. Then there exists 
anN such that v(K n Dn) ~ o for n 2 N. Thus for n 2 N, UAlDn ~ 
UAl(DnnK)uKc and so IIUAlnJI ~ (3 for n 2 N. (ii) Let A E A+ have 
bounded jumps. By (2.8) there exists an increasing sequence (Gn) of 
finely open sets in t:n with J-LA(Gn) < oo and UGn =E. Let Dn = E\Gn. 

Then nDn =</>and so lim IIUAlDn II < ~· Fix ann with IIUAlDn II < ~ 
n 

and put K = Gn. We claim that there exists a o > 0 such that if 
B C K and J-LA(B) < o, then IIUAlBuKcll ~,B. Suppose no such o > 0 
exists. Then for each n there exists Bn C K with J-LA(Bn) ~ 2-n-l 
and IIUAlBnuKcll > (3. Let Fn = Uk?_nBk. Then (Fn) is a decreasing 
sequence with J-LA(Fn) ~ 2-n. IfF := nFn, then J-LA(F) = 0. Hence 
0 = J-LA(F) =i lim qmU_!lF and so mU_!lF = 0 for q > 0. Letting 

q->oo 

q 1 0 we see that UAlF = 0 a.e. m and thus everywhere since UAlF is 
excessive and m is a reference measure. Consequently U AlFn = U AlFn \F 

and since Fn \F 1 </>,lim IIUAlFJI < ~· Choose n with IIUAlFJI < ~· 
n 

Now Bn C Fn SO 

and this contradiction establishes (3.8). • 
Remarks. We emphasize that the measure constructed in the proof of 
(3.8) is v = J-LA· The only place in the proof that the fact that m is a 
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reference measure is used is concluding that UA1F = 0 from UA1F = 0 
a.e. and of course then q.e. Consequently the proof is easily adapted 
using (2.10) in place of (2.8) to show: 

(3.9) Proposition. Let A E .4+ have bounded jumps as in (2.10}. If for 
every decreasing sequence (Dn) C t;n with nDn = cf>,lim!IUA1D lloo < 

n n 

li -
2 , then A E K f3. 

(3.10) Proposition. Suppose Ai E Kf3i (resp. K~) for j = 1, 2. Then 

A 1 + A 2 E Kf31 +f32 (resp. K~1 +f3J 

Proof. Let Vj, KJ and 8J serve for Ai E Kf33 , j = 1, 2. We may suppose 
that Vj is carried by Kj,j = 1,2. Define v = v1 +v2 ,K = K 1 UK2 and 
8 = 81 1\ 82. Then 

v(K) v(K1 n K2) + v(Kf n K2) + v(K1 n K2) 

:S 2[v1 (K1) + v2(K2)] < oo. 

Suppose B C K with v(B) < 8. Then Vj (B) :S 8J for j = 1, 2. Note 
that B u Kc c (B n KJ) U K'j for j = 1, 2 and so 

2 

U A1 +A2 1BuKc :S L U A 3 1(BnK3)uKj :S fJ1 + f32· 
j=1 

Of course A1 + A2 has bounded jumps. The same argument works when 
the Kf3 are replaced by K~. • 

§4. Gauge Theorems 

Gauge theorems are usually stated for fluctuating additive function
als. Formally let A := A+ -A- and introduce the obvious notion of 
equality: If A1 = AJ - Aj, AJ E A+ for j = 1, 2, then A1 = A2 pro

vided At + A2 = A1 + At in A+. Then it is known that A E A can 
be written uniquely as A= A+- A- with A+,A- E A+ having a com
mon defining set OA and such that the measures dAi(w) and dAt(w) 
on [0, ((w)[ are orthogonal for wE OA. Actually the only thing that we 
shall use is that a.s., A+ and A- have no common discontinuities. Of 
course A E A can be decomposed as A = Ac +Ad where Ac E A is 
continuous and Ad E A is purely discontinuous, 
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with 'E jA.Asl < oo if t < (. In particular t --t At is of bounded 
O<s:'Ot 

variation on compact intervals in [0, ([ a.s. Fix A = A+ - A- E A. 
Define for t < (, 

Lt := Exp(At), L"t := Exp(~-). 

It turns out that the appropriate multiplicative functional to consider is 

(4.1) L := L+jL- = eA~ IT (1 + A.At). 
t t t ( 1 + A.A ) 

O<s:'Ot 8 

Clearly a.s., t --t Lt' is increasing and finite on [0, ([ and A.At = 0. 

Hence Lt_ = Lt and so Lc,- = Lc, where oo/oo = 0 by convention. 
Moreover t --t Lt is right continuous on [0, ([and is of bounded variation 
on compact subintervals of [0, ([, a.s. Henceforth we shall omit the 
qualifier "a.s" in places where it is obviously required such as in the 
preceding two sentences. Note that £ 0 = Lo+ = 1. The function 

(4.2) 

is called the gauge of A (or L). 

( 4.3) Proposition. The gauge g is nearly Borel measurable and finely 
continuous. IfF:= {g < oo}, then F is absorbing. 

Remark. Since g may take the value +oo, g is finely continuous as a 
map from E to [0, oo]. 

Proof. Since Lc, E F, g is universally measurable and because L is a 
multiplicative functional, Lc, o Bt = Lc, _ o Bt = Lc, _ j Lt if t < (. Let 
Mt = (L-;)-1 . Then M is a decreasing, right continuous multiplicative 
functional that is strictly positive fort<(. Now 

( 4.4) Ex(MtLt,-/Lt ;t < () 
Ex[Lc,-/Lt;t < (] j g(x) 

as t l 0. Therefore g is excessive relative to (X, M)- the M-subprocess 
of X- and hence g is nearly Borel and finely continuous. In particular 
F = {g < oo} is finely open and nearly Borel. The computation in ( 4.4), 
aside from taking the limit as t l 0, holds with t replaced by a stopping 
timeT. Hence Ex(MTg(XT)) ::; g(x) for any stopping timeT. Let 
D = {g = oo} = E\F. Then D is finely closed and so go XT(D) = oo 
a.s. on {T(D) < (}where T(D) := inf{t > 0: Xt E D} is the hitting 
time of D. Hence if x E F 
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and since MT(D) > 0 on {T(D) < (}, this forces P"'(T(D) < () = 0. 
Hence F is absorbing. • 

Of course g(x) ::::; E"'(Lt} and so we may obtain bounds on g by 

estimating E"'(Lt). Thus in what follows we are going to assume that 
A E A+. For A E A+ let c(A) denote the infimum of the c such that 
supt<( ~At::::; c a.s. Then A E A+ has bounded jumps provided c(A) < 
oo. We come now to the main result of this section. The proof is 
borrowed from Chen and Song [CS02]. 

(4.5) Theorem. Suppose A E K(J with {3 < 1. Then the gauge g(x) = 

E"' ( Lc;) is bounded on {g < oo}. 

Proof. Let v, K and 8 be as in (3.3) for A E K(J. Since v(K) < oo 
we may choose M large enough that v(K n { M < g < oo}) < 8. Let 
B := Kc u {M < g < oo} = Kc u (K n {M < g < oo}). Then 
E'(Ar(B)-)::::; {3. Consequently by (2.7) 

(4.6) E'(Lr(B)-)::::; 'Y := (1- {3)-1 < oo. 

Fix an x. Then 

g(x) = E"'[Lr(B)-i r(B) = (] + E"'[Lc;-i r(B) < (] 
::::; 'Y + E"'[Lr(B)g(Xr(B))i r(B) < (]. 

Let F = {g < oo} and suppose that x E F. But F is absorbing and so 
g(Xt) < oo a.s. P"' on [0, ([. Hence goXr(B)::::; M on {r(B) < (} a.s. P"' 
since g is finely continuous. Therefore g(x)::::; 'Y+ME"'[Lr(B)iT(B) < (] 
on F. Since a.s., Lr(B) ::::; (1 + c)Lr(B)- where c = c(A), we see that 
g::::; 'Y + M7(1 +c) on F = {g < oo}. • 

(4.7) Remark. Hone only assumes that A E K(J with {3 < 1, then g 

is only defined on E\NA. It follows that g is finely continuous on E\NA 
and g is bounded on {g < oo}n(E\NA)· Under the hypotheses of (4.5), 
{g = oo} = {g > M} where M = sup{g(x) : g(x) < oo}. Thus both 
{g < oo} and {g = oo} are finely open. Therefore if E cannot be written 
as the disjoint union of two finely open nearly Borel sets one of which is 
absorbing, in particular if E is finely connected, then g is either bounded 
or identically infinite. This is the classical form of a gauge theorem. 

(4.8) Corollary. Let A E A+ and define Bt :=At+ E (eAA.- 1). 
O<s~t 

Then B E A+. If B E K{J for some {3 < 1, then gA(x) := E"'(eA') is 
finely continuous and bounded on {gA < oo}. 
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Proof. Since E AAs < 00 on [0, ([ on nA it is clear that B E A+ 
O<s<t 

and has the same defining set as A. Now ( 4.8) is evident because eA• = 
Exp(Bt)· • 

Remark. If A = A+ -A- E A and one defines B[ := ~±c + 
E (eAA1' -1), thenBt := Bt -B; EAandeA•=Exp(Bt}/Exp(Bt). 

O<s:::;t 

Therefore 9A(x) := E"'(eA') is nearly Borel, finely continuous and {gA < 
oo} is absorbing. Here eA' =eAt e-A( with oo · 0 = 0 as customary. 

Suppose A E A+ is purely discontinuous (A = Ad) and all of its 
jumps are totally inaccessible. In this case the dual predictable projec
tion AP of A has an especially nice form which we now describe. Let 

{4.9) J := {(t,w): Xt_(w) =f. Xt(w),Xt_(w) E E} 

be the set of totally inaccessible discontinuities of X. Here Xt- denotes 
the left limit in the Ray topology. A Levy system (N, H) for X consists 
of a kernel N = N(x,dy) onE with N(x, {x}) = 0 and a PCAF, H, 
with empty exceptional set and bounded one potential such that if F E 
(en® en) with F 2:: 0 and Z = (Zt) with Zt 2:: 0 is predictable, then 

( 4.10) E"' L ZsF(Xs-' Xs) = E"' r)O ZtN F(Xt)dHt 
sEJ Jo 

where NF(x) = J F(x,y)N(x,dy). If A E A+ is purely discontinuous 
with totally inaccessible jumps, then there exists such an F vanishing 
on the diagonal such that 

{4.11) At= A[= L F(X8 -,X8 ). 

sEJ,s:::;t 

See §73 of [S88]. If X is a special standard process and Xf_ is the left 
limit in the original topology of E, then Xt- and Xf_ are indistinguish
able on [0, ([ and so X 8 _ may be replaced by X~_ in {4.11) and s is 
automatically in J when Xs-(= X~_) =f. X 8 , s < (. See [S88, {47.10)]. 
Moreover if A = A F then 

(NF * H)t := 1t NF(Xs)dHs 

is the dual optional projection of AF. Suppose F is bounded. Since 
NF *His continuous, {3.6) implies that AF E K~ whenever NF *HE 
K~. In particular if NF * H E K(J. The next proposition treats an 
important special case. It is the case considered in [C02]. It is an 
immediate consequence of {3.6), {3.10), {4.5) and {4.8). 
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(4.12) Proposition. Let A E A+ have the form A= Ac + AF where 
Ac is continuous and AF is as in (4.11} with F bounded. If Ac E K(J 
and N F * H E K; with {3 + 'Y < 1, then g is bounded on {g < oo} where 
g is defined in (4.2). If G = eF- 1 and NG *HE K; with {3 + 'Y < 1, 
then gA is bounded on {gA < oo} where gA is defined (4.8}. 

§5. Additional Conditions for the Gauge to be Bounded 

In this section we develop some conditions that are equivalent to the 
boundedness of the gauge function. We follow a well-trodden path that 
was originally broken by Chung and Rao [CR88] and explored further by 
Chen and Song and Chen in their papers. The direct results using the 
Stieltjes exponential appear to be new. In what follows A = A+ - A- E 
A as in the beginning of section 4 and Lt is defined in (4.1). The gauge 
g is defined in (4.2). We begin with the following proposition which is 
the part of Lemma 9 in [CR88] and Lemma 7 in [C02] that carries over 
to the present situation. 

(5.1) Proposition. Suppose that A+ E K(J for {3 < 1 with At < oo 

a.s. and that E"(A() is bounded. Let E > 0. Define 

Tn := inf{t: Ai > n«:}, n ~ 1 

where as usual the infimum of the empty set is +oo. If the gauge g is 
bounded, then 

Remark. If A+ E Kf3, then E"(At} is bounded according to (3.7) and 

so At < oo a.s. in this case. 

Proof. Since the proofis the same for all E > 0, we shall give it forE= 1, 
which is the only case used later. Let K, v, 8 be as in the requirement 
that A+ E K(J. Thus E"[A;(BuKc)_] :::; {3 when B C K with v(B) < 8. 

Since At < oo it follows that { T n < (} L ¢. Here and in the remainder 
of this section we omit the qualifier "a.s." where it is obviously required. 
Therefore by Egorov's theorem, since Ex(L<) < oo,Ex[L,;Tn < (] L 0 
almost uniformly on K with respect to v. Recall v(K) < oo. Hence 
given E > 0 there exists a closed set D C K with v(K\D) < 8 and an 
N such that if n ~ N, then 

(5.2) sup Ex[L(iTn <(]<E. 
xED 
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Now De = Kc U K\D and r(Dc) = T(D) A ( where T(D) is the hitting 
time of D. But At= At_ ift;::: (and so E"(Aj;(D)-) = E"(A;(Dc)_) ~ 
{3 < 1. Thus by {2.7) 

{5.3) 

Define Bt = Ar + E log{l + AAt). Note that e8 • = Lt and so 
O<s:-=;t 

E"'[exp(BT(D)-)] ~ {1- {3)-1. Since A+, and hence, B has bounded 
jumps, sup., E"'[exp(BT(D))] < oo. Consequently it follows from Corol
lary 4.2 in [SSOO] that there exists p > 1 with sup,;, E"'[exp{pBT(D))] < 
oo. Finally eP8• = [Exp{At)]P = (Lt)P and so 

{5.4) 

Let n > max{N, c(A+)) where c(A+) is defined in the paragraph 
above {4.5). Then 

E"'[L,;T3n < (] = E"'[L,;Tn ~ T(D),T3n < (] 
+E"'[L,;T(D) < Tn,T3n <(]=I+ II. 

If T(D) < Tn, then T(D) + Tno()T(D) ~ T3n since sup8 AAt < n and 
Tn < T3n on {T3n < (}. Therefore writing Tv= T(D) when convenient, 

{5.5) II = E"'[L,; T(D) < Tn < T3n < (] 

< E"'[LT(D)L(o()T(D); T(D) + Tno()T(D) < (, T(D) < (] 

E"'[LT(D)EX(Tv)[L,;Tn < (];T(D) < (]. 

Noting that L, = LT(D)L,o()T(D) even ifT(D) ;::: (because (o()T(D) = 0 
in that case, and that LT(D) ~ Lj;(D) one obtains from {5.4), 

I~ IIYIIE"'[Lj;(D); Tn ~ T(D),] ~ IIYIIE"'[{Lj;(D))Pjl/p P"'[Tn ~ T(D)Ffq 

where 1/p+ 1/q = 1. Moreover {rn ~ T(D)} C {Aj;(D);::: n} and so 

P"'[rn ~ T(D)] ~ ~[E"'[Aj;(D)_] + c(A+)] ~ ~[{3 + c(A+)]. 

Consequently I approaches zero uniformly in x as n -+ oo. On the 
otherhand X(Tv) E D on {T{D) < (} since D is closed. Thus from 
{5.2), {5.3) and {5.5) 

II~ €E"'[Lj;(D)] ~ €{1- {3)-1 [1 + c(A+)]. 
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Combining these estimates we find that 

(5.6) 

Next observe that Lc;::: (L()-1 ;::: e-A(. Therefore if c=sup"' E"'(A(), 
Jensen's inequality implies that E"'(Lc) ;::: e-c. Hence 

E"'[L.,.n;Tn < () ~ ecE"'[L.,.nEX(-rn)(Lc);rn < () = ecE"'[Lc;rn < () 

and combining this with (5.6) completes the proof of Proposition 5.1 • 

We come now to the main result of this section. This should be 
compared with Corollary 2.16 in (C02). 

(5.7) Theorem. Let A+ and A- satisfy the hypotheses of (5.1} and 
suppose in addition that A- has bounded jumps. Then the following are 
equivalent: 

(i) sup"' E"'[Lc) < oo; 

(ii) sup"' E"' fo' Lt_dAi < oo; 

(iii) sup"' E"' fo' LtdAi < oo; 
(iv) sup"' E"'(supt<C Lt] < oo; 

Proof. Since Lt = Lt-(1 + ~Ai)(1 + ~A;-)- 1 ~ (1 + c(A+)]Lt- and 
Lt- ~ (1 + c(A-)]Lt, the equivalence of (ii) and (iii) is clear. Also 
dLi = Lt_dAi and so 

{ L8_dA~ = { (L-;_)- 1 dL~;::: (L;-_)-1(££_- 1) ;::: (Lt-- 1) 
J[o,t[ J[o,t[ 

fort~(. Taking t = (, (ii) implies (i). Also taking the supremum over 
t E (0,((, 

(5.8) sup Lt = sup Lt- ~ 1 + [ Lt_dAi, 
t<C t<C J[o,C[ 

and so (ii) implies (iv). Clearly (iv) implies (i). Thus it suffices to show 
that (i) implies (ii) to complete the proof of (5.7). Therefore suppose 
that (i) holds. Using (5.1) with f = 1 choose N > c(A+) such that 

A:= supE"'[L.,.N;TN < () < 1. 
X 

Define r_R, = 0 and r~+l = rJv + TNo(}.,.Iv for k ;::: 0. Then using the 

strong Markov property, sup"' E"'[L.,.k; r]V < () < Ak. We claim that 
N -

TkN ~ rJv and hence limk rJv ;::: (. This is obvious when k = 1. Assume 
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that it holds for a fixed k 2: 0. Writing A+(t) = Ai for typographical 
simplicity we have 

T~+l = T~ +sup{t: A+(T~ +t)- A+(T~) > N}. 

If TkN :::; T]V, A+(TJv) 2: kN and so T~+l 2: T(k+l)N· This establishes the 
claim. Now 

Ex t= Lt_dAt =LEx r Lt_dAt; T]V < (] 
lo k~o lrrt;.,r;/1 [ 

= LEX[LT;,EX(r';,) r Lt_dAt;T]V < (]. 
k~O J[O,TN[ 

But 

and combining these estimates we obtain 

Ex r' Lt_dAt :::; eN LEx [LT'N; T]V < (] :::; eN (1 - .\)-1 . 

lo k~o 
Hence (i) implies (ii) establishing (5.7). • 
(5.9) Remark. Suppose in addition to the hypotheses in (5.7), that E 
can not be written as the disjoint union of two finely open sets one of 
which is absorbing as in ( 4. 7). Then the condition (5. 7- i) is equivalent to 
Ex(Lc;,) < oo for at least one x E E. But in view of (5.8), the remaining 
conditions in (5. 7) are equivalent to the corresponding condition with 
supx replaced by for at least one x E E. 

We next give a sufficient condition that the gauge g is bounded. 
The integral condition in the following result should be compared to the 
conditions in Theorem 5.7. 

(5.10) Theorem. Let A+ E Kf3 with j3 < 1 and suppose that ( < oo 

a.s. If supx Ex fo' Ltdt < oo, then g is bounded. 

In the course of the proof we shall need the following lemma. 

(5.11) Lemma. Let A E Kf3 with j3 < oo. Then lim supx Ex(At) :::; j3. 
t!O 

If j3 < 1, then there exist C < oo and,\ > 0 such that supx Ex[Lt] :::; 
Get>·. 
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Proof. Proposition 2.3 in [C02] asserts that lim supx Ex J0cx;; e-atdAt ~ 
a-+cx;; 

(3. The proof in [C02] works perfectly well for right continuous A. If 
'f} > 0, 

Ex lex;; e-atdAt = aEX lex;; e-at Atdt 

=lex;; e-tEx(At;a.)dt ~ Ex[A11;a.]e-11. 

This implies that lim supx Ex(At) ~ (3e11 and letting 'f} fall to zero yields 
t-+0 

the first assertion in (5.11). If (3 < 1, then it follows from (2.7) that there 
exists t > 0 such that supx Ex(Lt) < oo. Since Qtf(x) := Ex[f(Xt)Lt] 
defines a semigroup, it is well-known and easily checked that this implies 
the final assertion in (5.11). • 

We now turn to the proof of (5.10). By (5.11), there exist C < oo 
and>.> 0 such that Ex[Li] ~ Ce>.t. Since ( < oo, 

g(x) = LEx[L,;n < ( ~ n+ 1] 
n::=:o 

n::=:o 

If n ~ t < n + 1, then writing c = Ce>. 

Ex[Ln+li n + 1 < (] ~ Ex[Ln+l; t < (] 
= Ex[LtEX(t)[Ln+I-t];t < (] ~ cEx[Lt;t < (]. 

Consequently 

and hence g is bounded. • 
Remarks. The proof of (5.10) is just the argument on page 831 of 
[CR88]. Under the hypotheses in the first sentence of (5.10), the proof 

shows that for x fixed, Ex fo' Ltdt < oo implies that g(x) < oo. Note 
that in (5.10) it is not assumed that E"(A() is bounded. If one assumes 

in addition that E"(() and E"(A(") are bounded, then the proof of The

orem 6 in [CR88] may be modified to show that supx Ex fo' Lt_dt < oo 
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is necessary for g to be bounded. This requires showing first that 
lim Ex[Ln; n < (] = 0 uniformly in x, which may be proved by an 

n--+oo 

argument that is similar to, but simpler than, the proof of (5.1). We 
leave the details to the interested reader. 
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